Tactical Mapping for the Future

Leverage the power of the Esri Geospatial Cloud
“It’s not a question of if, it’s a question of when all 9-1-1 centers will migrate to the cloud.”

– Steven Raucher, RapidDeploy, CEO

Why RADIUS MAPPING

- **Find callers quickly.** Radius lets you compare locations from different sources to determine the real incident location and effectively track locations for callers in motion.

- **Locate what you need.** Radius allows you to perform searches for addresses, points of interests and place names in addition to all common geodetic formats such as latitude/longitude/altitude, What3Words and Google Plus codes.

- **Understand the situation in a glance.** Radius also provides you with additional situational awareness tools such as real-time traffic and incident data from TomTom and Waze, as well as real-time Weather data from DarkSky.

- **Leverage your GIS investment.** Like all RapidDeploy products, Radius is powered by a NG9-1-1 GIS platform that leverages the Esri Geospatial Cloud and your own authoritative GIS data. In addition to countless basemaps and feature layers, you’ll be able to easily configure custom map layers and authoritative geocoding services.